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States Increase 
monitoring; not 
rising contaminant 
levels in fish  
(mercury, PCBS, 
dioxin, DDT)



Young Angler:  I see your big blue coolers ready 
in the truck bed.

Older Angler:   Yes, Walleye fishing derby time! 
Load up and freeze them now.
My niece and her mom, my  daughter, 

and dad already asking when I’ll be by 
Rest of the fish, I sell them over at the park

Our Challenge: Observed on the Detroit Riverside



No Data, No Problem  

Without evidence meeting robust high standards 
policy and community weak support for change
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Inoculation, 
science, industry



River Rouge Ford plant - built 
1917 Dearborn, Michigan. 
Employed  1,000,00 people

Unique factory: vertical 
integration production cycle.  
From raw iron ore to rubber & 
glass all raw materials were 
processed there and transformed 
into finished cars in less than 50 
hours.

--- and manufacturing 
industrial chemicals remained 
onsite too….





Harms are non-randomly distributed by:
 Lifespan ‘age’ vulnerable: situated in developmental life, 

children and pregnant women warned to avoid eating 
fish from affected waterways; elderly 

 Differential exposure by social location:
◦ social position: low education, low income,
◦ geopolitical locale:  economically and environmentally 

distressed urban habitats
◦ economic resources:  riverside vs offshore fishing

 Harm aligns with existing fault lines in provision of 
equitable just social life





TODAY “Life as Such” (Fassin)  
Exposed on the Margins: High 
Surveillance 
• Detroit Police
• US Custom Border Patrol  

(international border) 
• State DNR (fishing license, 

compliance)
• Coast Guard



Fishing with gran or grandad
Fishing is how I learned to be a manFishing is how I learned to be a man

Multiple life courses of groups, families, neighborhoods, individuals  in historical, political, 
economic, environmental  view, locale  vulnerability in daily life today and shared heritage

fishing gives you something to pass 
down. You can take pride that you don’t 
just take, take, take, take, but also to give
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I have been fishing ever since I was 
a little kid. My daddy taught me, and 
I am teaching my 6  year old son
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Fishing Practices Are Morally Generative  -- Nourishing Continuity 
of Family, Building Certainty in Disempowered Communities  
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We all have competition down here, friendly 
competition. So we can leave the fishing and say today I 
am the top dog --- but tomorrow it might be someone 
else.   38 yr old man.
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damp river air.. All is well 
in my world. 63 yr old woman
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When you fish with other people, 
especially in close you have to 

consider others. You have to 
know where to cast your line and 

avoid getting tangled up.
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 I can see by looking at their body, 
 You would taste the chemicals 
 Experience: eating for years, never sick, never saw anyone else get sick. 
 I like catfish, walleye, bass.
 Poor conditions of life: food provisioning, scarcity
 Preparation: more “cleaning,” less proper “cook” (fried)
 Mistrust government, “don’t believe in the science”

What’s at stake?  We know warnings about safe eating of fish 
may reach hungry people most at risk –poor and minority. 

Only low to moderate behavior change. 
Group-specific knowledge and regional preferences



Bio-monitoring of Persistent Toxic Substances in Michigan 
Urban Riverside Anglers 

and
River Walkers Partnership: Promoting Safe  Eating of Fish 
from Michigan Shoreline Anglers 



 Fred A. and Barbara Erb Foundation
 Community members and anglers
 Youth on Patrol Against Pollution 

(YOPAP) 
 Healthy Black Elders Center/ WSU
 Detroiters Working for 

Environmental Justice
 Friends of the Detroit River
 DTE
 Institute for Population Health / 

Detroit Dept Health
 Belle Isle Nature Zoo
 Michigan Department of Natural 

Resources – Fisheries

 Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry (ATSDR) 

 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
 Michigan Dept. Community Health 

Division Environmental Health  (MDCH)
 Michigan Dept. of Community Health 

Bureau of Laboratories
 National Center for Environmental Health
 Wayne State University (OVPR, CLAS)
 Detroiters Working for Environmental 

Justice 
 Bay County Health Department
 Saginaw County Dept of Public Health
 Michigan State University





Detroit River

If only it were so easy to 
reach anglers– where are 
the anglers?



Phenomena does not conform analytic requirements…
 home residence (mailing lists) not co-located with behavior

 not in existing registries (licenses don’t tell place where fish) 

 not possess license regularly 

 not constantly present (anglers seasonal and daylight hours)

 not person-based but behaviors (catch and consumption) 

 not evenly or randomly distributed in space, but clustered by 
geography (along riverbanks) “venues” 

 anglers are mobile, moving across sites in pursuit of fish

Limits customary methods relying on fixed residence (household, block, census 
track, zip); membership or licenses (fish license) etc





◦ Define sample universe  by constructing a sample frame 
comprised of discovered venue day-time units (VDTs) 
specific to target activity and unique site features ; formative 
methods find the action

◦ Enumeration in two waves
◦ Primary enumeration. Discover and demarcate Venues,  

Create randomized schedule of VDTs; conduct scheduled VDTs 
visits to enumerate members of the target population

◦ Secondary enumeration.  Use randomized venue-day 
schedule systematic intercepts to collect information, perhaps 
recruit for further study



 Goal: identify target venues, define sample frame, 
assess venue activity 

 Step A: Preparation
◦ MDCH contact WSU for medical anthropology expertise in community sampling; 

project design
◦ Extensive outreach to inform community, groups and organizations about project

 Step B: Venue specification 
◦ Formative methods, to identify, evaluate nominated venues 

(e.g., public safety, ownership) 
◦ Go to each venue to demarcate boundaries (site visits to 

review and gain consensus), and map venues 
◦ Refine candidate venues and refine surveymap



 Step C: Staff and Site Development

◦ Recruitment, screening,  orientation, Extensive training, didactic, 
mock events, peer evaluation; SOP manual compliance 

◦ Visit venues to acquaint staff, but also review and clarify venue 
boundaries, refine SOP descriptors, (add venues).

 Step D:  Enumerate venue activity
◦ Construct randomization frame: venue/day/time
◦ Conduct count using randomization schedule 
◦ Refine staff guidelines while “counting” to reduce suspicion  

(police, CBP, INS)
◦ Record findings, maintain records, data management



 Goal:  Use VBS frame to recruit anglers for 
biomonitoring 

 Step A: Preparation
◦ Extensive outreach to inform local community, groups and 

organizations about project
 Step B:  VBS frame refinement

 ReConfirmatory survey of venues (primary) to affirm viability 
(construction; site closure)

 Refine, based on primary enumeration data:
 Drop low yield: venues: <5% of enumeration total.  (Saginaw, 2; 

Detroit, 6); time periods: <10 % of total (Saginaw, early a.m; Detroit, none)   

 Refine time periods for data collection allow 20 minutes per 
person for recruiting  Collapse or remove some [see above]



 Step C:  Staff hire and (re)training
 Step D:  Conduct Recruitment for biomonitoring
◦ Recruit following Venue/Day/Time randomization table
◦ Wait What??
◦ Who/when? Recruit by ‘moving transect’, staff walk 

length of each venue, contacting anglers encountered.
◦ “? Angler ?” = holding gear; within 10’ of gear, or (for 

special annual days, “Walleye derby” “Silver Bass” derby) 
those with gear going to/from shoreline.

 Step E:  Endure – its public health fieldwork
◦ Weather halts: official “severe weather” advisory
◦ Ongoing staff schedule refinement: burnout, 
◦ Cold spring:  mythic fishing starts “Ides of March”



What did we discover?



Burdens and Harms in Body Politic of 
Urban Shoreline Anglers

How and Who –
 Bio samples taken at 21 clinics (eg, Hope Community Church, Christ 

Church, River Rouge Sr Ctr,  Lincoln Pk, Knights Columbus); cabs 
provided;  $75

 MDHHS and CDC lab analyses.  Results mailed to all participants

 Sample:  n=287; All adults 18> ,   > 2+ meals river fish/month, 
 Demog:   
 84% AA, 11%, whilte
 Household income:  40%  <25k;   40% 25-74k,   10% 75k+
 Educ:  20% <HS;  35% HS,  29% some college -no degree., 18% college



Chemical Levels in Detroit River Fish 
Consumers Compared to USA Population

Mercury =   2x to 3x higher  ( at 50% and 95% percentiles )
harms: fetus, children, cancer, diabetes, immunology, cognition

PCBs     =   2x to 4x higher    ( at 50% and 95% percentiles )
harms:  brain development, immune, heart in older persons

Dioxins =   similar to NHANES; > dioxin level eat more fish 
harms:  cancer, fertility, thyroid

In brief: an exposed population to methylmercury & PCBS from eating fish                
[CDC NHANES   mean average; percentiles: 50% ; and 95% lower and 5% higher]    





 Venues: Posted signs 
at the fishing venue 
sites

 Community face-to-
face contact,  River 
Walkers

 Point of sale (DNR license 
shops) and public media ads, tv
ads, newspapers,

 Interactive multimedia 
educational museum 
exhibit WSU



Detroit “Riverwalkers”  Community-based Participatory Intervention 
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 Formative phase is irreducible; venue universe 
construction requires multiple-methods protracted time

 Social perception and image management at venue when 
“counting” and recording

 Unpredictability of weather on fish movement
 Employer institutional structures and field-based 

project practicalities: mileage, hours, 
 Requires adept social skills for staff
 Staff organization and scheduling for variable fieldwork
 Staff strain from (long days, full weeks) budget limits; add 

relief team. (Yr01 vs Yr02, rigid vs flex schedule)
 SOP manual refinement and fidelity oversight



Syndemics. A conceptual framework for understanding diseases or 
health conditions exacerbated by the social, economic, environmental, 
and political settings of a population.

A syndemic, or synergistic epidemic, is more than a convenient 
synonym for comorbidity. 
The hallmark of a syndemic is the presence of two or more disease 
states that adversely interact with each other, negatively affecting the 
mutual course of each disease trajectory, enhancing vulnerability, and 
which are made more deleterious by experienced inequities.
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Other hard-to-reach population sampling methods

Non-probability (eg, street-intercept, convenience, purposeful), leaves 
unclear: representativeness, selection biases, replication

Respondent-drive (RDS).  Chain referral can capture populations with 
strong interconnections, however robustness fails in more isolated or low 
connection groups; with some exceptions

Kendall 2008 et al, AIDS & Beh.  Empirical comparative evaluation RDS, VBS & Convenience

Random digit dialing, mail, and other probability methods known to 
miss large portions of  dispersed, hard-to-reach, stigmatized, distrustful 
populations



1. Create (invent!) a technique to provide a valid, population-based 
sample – one that is socially compelling to epidemiology and 
medicine 

2. Go to people doing daily activities they value, ask their thoughts, 
desires, concerns – what does fishing, providing food mean?

3. Follow them around the river, see what fish they catch & keep, 
cleaning fish, go see them cook in their  kitchens

4. Hangout to see fish activities daily, weekly, seasonally

5. Design and implement shared ideas of how to respect and 
conserve valued personal and community ideals and eat fish safely

Venue Based Sampling   (a mixed methods strategy)



Refinements over existing 
probability  strategies

Vastly different “venue” location vs nightclubs, bars, alleys.
 Riverside anglers hard to recruit and retain in adequate 

numbers
Venues  within and between sites far less distinct and fixed
Requires stepwise approach to 
Venue/site discovery, definition of  boundaries, definition of  

target population within sites
Days, weeks, seasons, weather (tornados/rain0
Times  diff  Saginaw, Detroit

Distributed by social activity not random, 


